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A B S T R A C T   

In this paper, we study a light-induced degradation (LID) mechanism observed in commercial n-type silicon 
heterojunction (SHJ) solar cells at elevated temperatures using dark- and illuminated annealing for a broad range 
of illumination intensities (1–40 kWm− 2) at temperatures from 25 to 180 ◦C. Three key results are identified. 
Firstly, an increase in solar conversion efficiency (η) of up to 0.3% absolute is observed after 3 min of dark 
annealing at 160 ◦C, attributed to improved surface passivation and a reduction in series resistance. Secondly, a 
temperature-dependent light-induced degradation behaviour is observed at temperatures as low as 85 ◦C under 
1-sun equivalent illumination, with increasing degradation extent and rate for increasing temperatures. At 
160 ◦C, an average η loss of 0.5 ± 0.3% absolute is observed after only 5 min and exceeding 0.8% in some cells. 
Thirdly, a subsequent light intensity-dependent recovery occurs with continued illumination exposure. Under 1- 
sun illumination at 160 ◦C, a reduction in net η loss up to 0.05 ± 0.1% absolute is observed after 2 h. Increasing 
the illumination intensity to 40 kWm− 2 accelerates the recovery and can result in a net η improvement of 0.2% 
absolute at 150 ◦C within 100 s. The results suggest that attempts to improve the efficiency of SHJ solar cells 
using illuminated annealing could be detrimental to cell performance if not carefully optimised. Further 
investigation is required to identify the exact nature of the underlying defect mechanism(s) and develop 
appropriate mitigation strategies on commercially suitable timescales.   

1. Introduction 

The superior silicon interface passivation provided by thin hydro-
genated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) layers typically employed in 
passivating contacts in silicon heterojunction (SHJ) solar cells has been 
instrumental to the success of this architecture. This is evident from the 
high open-circuit voltage (VOC) of 750 mV [1] measured on record SHJ 
solar cells, and the current world record solar conversion efficiency (η) 
of 26.7% for a back contact SHJ device [2]. Due to the excellent VOC 
achieved on SHJs, they have very low temperature coefficients [3–5], 
making them attractive for deployment in high-temperature climates. 
Additionally, SHJ cells are perceived to have a reduced susceptibility to 
light-induced degradation (LID) [6], the most widely studied degrada-
tion mechanism in solar cells, and thus experience lower relative power 
losses during long-term operation in-field. 

With numerous advantages, the long-term outlook for this 

technology appears very positive, as is indicated by a projected three- 
fold increase in market share from about 5% to 15% within a decade, 
as well as the n-type Czochralski (Cz) silicon wafers (n-c-Si) on which 
they are based, projected to increase from the current 15% to about 45% 
market share over the same period [7]. A successful increase in SHJ 
uptake will depend largely upon the ability of the cells to maintain the 
excellent surface passivation - instrumental to their high efficiencies - 
over the lifetime of the panels. Thus, it is imperative that the long-term 
stability of SHJs is properly understood, and potential power loss 
mechanisms are identified and mitigated. 

Presently, there exists limited knowledge and even conflicting re-
ports regarding the long-term stability of SHJs during in-field operation. 
Indeed, there exist numerous reports suggesting the possibility of 
degradation in performance under illumination. A comprehensive study 
by Jordan et al. showed unexpectedly high degradation in some field- 
mounted SHJ modules, dominated by VOC losses and an increase in 
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series resistance (RS); up to a 50% reduction in the minority charge 
carrier lifetime was observed [8]. The reduction in performance was also 
found to be uniform across all cells within a module, implying a similar 
mechanism responsible for the observed degradation. Sharma et al. re-
ported a peak power decay per year of 0.36% in SHJ modules after 28 
months of observation. Their analysis indicated that while VOC increased 
by 9%, the majority of observed losses were due to a 14% decay in fill 
factor (FF), attributed to an increase in RS and/or a decrease in shunt 
resistance (RSh) [9]. Karas et al. Observed degradation in Cu-plated SHJ 
cells and modules due to losses in VOC, short-circuit current (JSC), and FF 
after damp heat testing [10]. They noted that the onset of loss in surface 
passivation, responsible for the observed VOC loss, occurred slower than 
that of either JSC and FF. Krajangsang et al. reported a degradation in η 
which was primarily attributed to a 5% reduction in JSC for a SHJ cell 
with a p-type micro-crystalline (μc-Si:H) emitter [11]. 

While these reports indicate the potential for LID in SHJ cells, 
Koboyashi et al. reported a 0.3% absolute increase in η after light 
soaking at 30 ◦C under 1-sun illumination for both cells and modules. 
They attributed this increase to improvement in surface passivation 
resulting in an increase in both VOC and FF [12]. They noted that the 
improvement was similarly observed with carrier injection under for-
ward bias (without illumination), and was not dependent on the illu-
mination intensity. It should be noted, however, that some of the 
previous studies conducted showing degradation involved 10+ year-old 
field-mounted modules, and have been criticized for the fact that they 
contained legacy SHJ technology which is not representative of current 
state-of-the-art production [13]. 

The effect of light soaking on SHJ cell precursors featuring thin a-Si: 
H layers has been intensively studied. Various authors have shown a 
significant increase in defect density at both the hetero-interface and the 
a-Si:H bulk with increasing light soak time [14–16] and attributed this to 
the Staebler-Wronski effect (SWE) [17–20]. This effect, which is 
observed in a-Si:H under extended and intense illumination, is thought 
to be caused by the formation of electronically-active silicon 
dangling-bond defects. Although the exact mechanism of the SWE is not 
yet fully understood, the role of hydrogen in the metastable defect for-
mation is agreed upon by most researchers. It is thought that the ex-
change of hydrogen atoms facilitates the formation of molecular H2, 
resulting in a de-passivation of dangling bonds within the bulk of the 
a-Si, or that the density of weak Si–Si bonds increases in regions with 
clustered hydrogen atoms [21–23]. 

More recently, in conventional p-type silicon solar cells, a new LID 
mechanism called light- and elevated temperature-induced degradation 
(LeTID) was identified, capable of causing a loss in η of up to 16% 
relative in multi-crystalline silicon cells under illumination [24–27]. 
However, it has subsequently been shown to affect both p-type and 
n-type Cz materials [28], and even float-zone silicon [29]. It has been 
suggested that hydrogen may play an important role both in the defect 
formation [30–32], and additionally as a mitigation agent [33]. The 
high-temperature metal contact firing step has been found to be key in 
activating the defect [34–36]. This is due to the release of hydrogen from 
the hydrogenated dielectric layers, and the subsequent distribution of 
the atomic hydrogen throughout the bulk. This then enables degradation 
during subsequent light-soaking, although there is some evidence that 
this degradation can occur even without a firing step [37]. While SHJ 
cells do not undergo the high temperature firing step, they do feature 
H-rich selective contact layer stacks (a-Si:H) making them also poten-
tially susceptible to LeTID, as a significant amount of hydrogen could 
enter the silicon bulk during the thin film deposition and subsequent 
curing of the metal contacts at temperatures in the vicinity of 200 ◦C. 
Recent publications have shown effective passivation of boron-oxygen 
defects in boron-doped p-type SHJ solar cells and n-type upgraded 
metallurgical grade Cz silicon co-doped with boron and phosphorus, 
without a dedicated prior high-temperature process [38,39]. This in-
dicates that the SHJ solar cell fabrication process could also provide 
sufficient hydrogen to cause hydrogen-related degradation in the n-type 

Cz silicon bulk. 
The widely varied and conflicting reports in the literature for SHJ 

solar cells, with some reported losses in SHJ cell power (η, VOC, JSC, FF) 
under illumination, while others have reported performance-related 
improvements under comparable conditions, highlights the need for 
further investigations into the long-term stability and reliability of 
power generation for state-of-the-art SHJ cells. In particular, a detailed 
understanding is sorely needed of the underlying causal mechanisms of 
these instabilities, and exactly how they are influenced by differences in 
SHJ cell architecture. In this study we present an investigation into the 
response of state-of-the-art SHJ solar cells to illuminated annealing at 
elevated temperatures. 

Firstly, we present ex-situ current-voltage (I–V) measurements for 
cells processed exposed to dark or illuminated annealing at 160 ◦C, 
complimented by in-situ VOC measurements at a range of annealing 
temperatures. Second, we present accelerated degradation results per-
formed using an automated tool with a high degree of precision and 
control in each of: temperature, illumination intensity, and exposure 
time; ideal for the study of both kinetics and extent of degradation and 
recovery behaviour exhibited by these SHJ cells. Additionally, this 
equipment facilitated illumination power densities up to 40 kWm− 2, 
with instant on/off capability, all while maintaining a spatially uniform 
illumination area over the entire surface of the 6 inch cells. Through 
these results, we demonstrate that LID is observed in SHJ cells, which 
has both a temperature and illumination intensity dependence, and can 
lead to a loss in η of up to 0.8% absolute. 

2. Experimental methods 

2.1. Cell architecture 

Commercially sourced front-junction n-type SHJ cells (6 inch, bifa-
cial) were obtained for this study, with measured average VOC and η of 
728 ± 3 mV and 21.8 ± 0.2% respectively. The structure of these cells 
(see Fig. 1) featured an n-type mono-crystalline (Cz) silicon wafer, with 
selective contact stacks at each interface comprising: a thin intrinsic a-Si: 
H passivation layer and doped (p/n) a-Si:H carrier selective layers, 
capped with indium-tin oxide (ITO) films and plated metal (Cu and Sn) 
contacts. A reasonable grouping was observed for the initial VOC of all 
processed cells across illuminated annealing, in-situ VOC, and accelerated 
degradation experiments, with variance ranges within 5.0 mV, 0.5%, 
and 0.5% absolute for VOC, pFF, and η respectively. Five identical cells 
were processed for each set of conditions to ensure statistical signifi-
cance of results. 

2.2. Illuminated annealing 

To investigate the LID dynamics, the SHJ cells were split into two 
main groups: (Group 1) dark-annealed (DA) on a hotplate at 160 ◦C; 
(Group 2) light-soaked (LS) on a hotplate with illumination (four 
broadband halogen lamps calibrated to 1 kWm− 2 using a ThorLabs 
PM100D power meter); both groups at a temperature of 160 ◦C. Veri-
fication of the actual cell temperature was performed using a digital 
multimeter with K-type thermocouples. Additionally, a control cell was 
obtained from the same batch and was used as a reference for all ex-
periments, measured at each increment of exposure time without un-
dergoing processing to account for any fluctuations during intermittent 
current-voltage (I–V) measurements. 

2.3. In-situ open-circuit photovoltage 

Using a custom voltage probe station, in-situ VOC measurements were 
carried out on a group of cells from the same batch as used for the 
illuminated annealing studies, performed using a 1 kWm− 2 power 
density (identical light source as in illuminated annealing experiments) 
at temperatures between 85 ◦C and 180 ◦C. In this set-up, the hot plate 
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stage on which the cell was mounted served as the rear contact, while a 
second voltage probe pin was placed on one of the busbars on the front 
surface of the cell. The set-up was equipped with a data logger, and a 
data acquisition rate of 10 samples per second was used to measure the 
VOC. 

2.4. Accelerated degradation 

For accelerated degradation testing, cells were exposed to tempera-
tures (25–180 ◦C) and illumination (5–40 kWm− 2) using a commercial 
tool (DR Laser Tech. Corp. Ltd.). The cell temperature was controlled 
during processing via a hotplate (with integrated vacuum for good 
thermal contact) with a stable temperature range from 25 ◦C to over 
300 ◦C. The thermal set-point was regulated via a feedback circuit and 
compressed air-cooling system, incorporating an IR thermal sensor for 
cell surface temperature measurement. Automated loading and 
unloading of cells to and from the processing stage was achieved with 
computer-controlled vacuum arm, enabling precision in processing 
times on the order of 0.2 s. Controllable illumination was achieved using 
a 980 nm continuous-wave laser with up to 155 kWm− 2 power density 
range capability with uniform illumination over a 200 mm × 200 mm 
area. Rapid cell cooling was achieved via compressed air knives directly 
after removal from the hotplate. Additionally, to establish any impact of 
thermal cycling on cell dynamics during the standard ex-situ processing 
and characterisation procedures, validation tests were performed to 
compare iterative processing up to 30 s in 5 s increments, versus a single 
30 s process. The results exhibited no significant difference in cell per-
formance changes between the two processing approaches. 

2.5. Current-voltage characterisation 

For all ex-situ studies, after each increment of exposure time, the cells 
were removed from the illuminated annealing set-up and allowed to cool 
down to room temperature for calibrated I–V measurements using a 
commercial solar simulator (LOANA by pv-tools GmbH); each cell was 
affixed via vacuum to a temperature-controlled chuck at 25 ◦C during 
reverse/forward bias current-voltage sweep under standard testing 
conditions (AM1.5G, 1 kWm− 2). In addition to a standard I–V sweep, a 
Suns-Voc measurement was also performed to obtain an I–V response 
without the influence of series resistance (RS), and thereby calculate 
pseudo fill factor (pFF). The RS was obtained by comparing the Suns-Voc 
curve with the 1-sun I–V response at the maximum power point [40]. 

2.6. Illumination sources 

Although the light sources were carefully calibrated to have an 
equivalent power density comparable to AM1.5 solar irradiance 
(1kWm− 2), there exist significant difference in the spectrum of each 
(single wavelength excluding UV or IR, halogen with additional IR, 
broadband LEDs), as compared to the solar spectrum, which may lead to 
different in-field results from those presented in this paper. For consis-
tency we have used illumination power density to normalise and make 
comparison to equivalent solar irradiance where necessary. Critically, 
light-induced degradation observed under broadband halogen lamp 
illumination would indicate that the solar spectrum is likely to have a 
similar effect. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Impact of dark and 1-sun illuminated annealing at 160 ◦C 

To investigate the stability of SHJ cells, two groups of cells, each 
comprising five randomly selected cells, underwent exposure to either 
dark-annealing (DA, Group 1) or light-soaking (LS, Group 2) with 1 
kWm− 2 illumination intensity at 160 ◦C. These cells exhibited an 
average initial η and VOC of 21.9 ± 0.1% and 728 ± 3 mV, respectively. A 
reference cell (Ref) was measured in parallel, exposed to neither heat 
nor illumination. The I–V characteristics of the individual cells were 
measured ex-situ at regular intervals. The results of η change for indi-
vidual cells in each group as a function of exposure time are displayed in 
Fig. 2, to clearly highlight the variability in the response of individual 
cells. The complete results for cell performance variation for Groups 1 
and 2 at 1 kWm− 2 illumination intensity, all at 160 ◦C, are displayed in 
Fig. 3 as box plots. Each plot includes individual cell response values 
(circles), box plots indicating mean and standard deviation of each five- 
cell group, and the time-averaged group behaviour over exposure time 
(broken line) to guide the eye. 

All measurements of the reference cell were ±0.05% in absolute ef-
ficiency throughout the experiment, indicating stable I–V measurements 
and that changes in other groups were, indeed, caused by processing 
rather than errors in IV measurements. It is immediately obvious from 
the results displayed in Fig. 2 that there is a stark difference in η vari-
ation between Group 1 (DA) and Group 2 (LS) cells. While Group 1 cells 
showed an average efficiency improvement of 0.2 ± 0.1% absolute after 
10 min of DA, and which remained comparatively stable up to 1 h, the 
addition of illumination resulted in a sharp reduction in η, an average of 
0.5 ± 0.3% absolute within 5 min, with a maximum degradation of 0.8% 
absolute. Further, a subsequent recovery is observed for all cells, 

Fig. 1. An architectural schematic of the silicon heterojunction solar cells investigated herein. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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plateauing at a value comparable to that of the initial pre-exposure η 
within 1 h in some cases. Interestingly, the JSC is observed to be effec-
tively stable for both DA and LS conditions, with maximum variation of 
~0.1 ± 0.05 mAcm− 2. 

Additionally, although all cells were produced at the same produc-
tion line and were taken from the same efficiency bin, the individual 
cells show a quite significant variability. In the individual Group 1 cells 
for example (Fig. 2), η remained virtually unchanged for some cells after 
10 min of DA, while others improved by ~0.3% absolute. Likewise, in 
Group 2 the loss in η ranged from 0.1 to 0.8% absolute after 5 min of LS. 
While arising primarily from changes in VOC and pFF, the origin of this 
cell-to-cell variation is currently not known and requires further 
investigation. 

For the DA group, an average increase in η of 0.2% absolute was 
observed within the first 5 min, appearing relatively stable beyond this 
point, and looks to arise from a combination of both VOC and pFF with 
average increases of 2 mV and 0.5% absolute, respectively. A reduction 
in RS on the order of 0.05 Ωcm− 2 was also observed and is comparable to 
that observed for the LS group, and therefore the changes in RS appear 
independent of illumination. 

Interestingly, the DA condition which facilitates the observed 
improvement is similar to that generally used for curing SHJ cells after 
production. It is possible that the observed gain was also present directly 
after production but has since reduced, possibly indicating a metastable 
state under standard storage conditions which is re-activated after the 
DA process. Another possibility is that the post-production curing step 
was not sufficient to completely achieve the potential improvements, 
and hence the further improvement observed after 10 min of DA. 
However the existence, if any, of such a metastable state requires further 
investigation, and would present two implications: (1) that the gains 
herein observed are also unstable; (2) the gains may not be present in the 
field if optimal conditions to activate it are not met. It is noteworthy to 
mention that the process of module fabrication may confer similar en-
hancements to those observed during DA, since the process is under-
taken in similar conditions. 

Illuminated annealing (1-sun equivalent, 160 ◦C) leads to a 
remarkable degradation of solar cell performance, in sharp contrast to 
the cells annealed in the dark. The LS group exhibits a strong initial 
degradation up to maximum extent at 5 min, with reductions in VOC and 
pFF as high as 13 mV and 2.0% absolute, respectively, yielding a peak 
loss in η from 21.8% down to 21.0%. This is followed by a recovery 
phase that begins to stabilize beyond 2 h, and while the VOC was 

observed to completely recover, even exceeding the initial value by an 
average of 3 mV, the pFF did not exhibit a complete recovery and 
remained 0.5% absolute below the pre-processed state. 

While annealing in the dark for a short time may be beneficial and 
lead to slight improvements in cell performance, it is obvious that illu-
minated annealing can lead to significant degradation and can poten-
tially result in irreversible losses in power generation. The loss of both 
VOC and pFF at the point of maximum degradation during LS may 
indicate a reduction in effective minority carrier lifetime, arising from 
an increase in bulk or surface recombination-active defects [41], how-
ever this requires further investigation. 

Fitting of each cell I–V response using a simple 2-diode equivalent- 
circuit model provided the two diode saturation-current densities, J01 
and J02, which represent the recombination contributions from the 
passivated contact interface, and regions of the cell not limited by the 
minority charge carrier density, respectively. The resulting J01 and J02 
values obtained for both DA and LS groups (as presented in Fig. 3) are 
displayed in Fig. 4. The DA group show an average 30% reduction in J01 
within 5 min, while J02 is effectively stable to beyond 2 h. These results 
support the suggestion of improved surface passivation due to lower 
interface recombination and is consistent with the observed improve-
ment in both VOC and pFF (and consequently η) presented in Fig. 3. 

With the addition of illumination, however, J01 increases by over 
80% within the first 3 min of exposure, before recovering back to below 
the initial state after 2 h, closely mirroring the behaviour observed in 
VOC change. A smaller change is observed to occur in J02, with an 
average maximum increase of 44% after 5 min. Beyond this point J02 
decreases, however, does not completely recover within 2 h, and more 
closely resembles the behaviour observed in pFF. Interestingly, while 
the values of J01 after 2 h LS exhibit average and standard deviation 
close to that of the initial state, the standard deviation at the extent of 
maximum degradation is almost 3 times higher, again highlighting the 
high cell-to-cell variability. 

3.2. Impact of temperature and illumination intensity 

As the changes in VOC appeared to dominate the primary LID 
behaviour observed for these cells during illuminated annealing, in-situ 
photovoltage measurements were used to directly monitor changes in 
cell VOC during LS at a range of elevated temperatures. The resulting 
ΔVOC values (relative to initial VOC) were temperature-corrected to 
room-temperature using a temperature coefficient of 2.07 mV ◦C− 1 

(experimentally determined using identical cells to those used 
throughout this study), and are presented in Fig. 5. 

Both the time and extent of maximum VOC degradation were 
observed to accelerate with increasing cell temperature. In particular, a 
large reduction in the kinetics and extent of both the degradation and 
subsequent recovery was observed for temperatures below 120 ◦C. The 
time at maximum degradation extent for the transients above 120 ◦C is 
on the order of 200 s, while the cells annealed at 85 ◦C and 100 ◦C took 
up to 3 h to reach their maximum level of degradation. However, due to 
the inherent temperature sensitivity of in-situ VOC monitoring, and the 
high degree of cell-to-cell variation already observed, these individual 
transients alone do not provide sufficient confidence regarding the 
temperature dependence of the LID behaviour. As such, more extensive 
ex-situ studies were performed to validate these results and are presented 
in the following section. 

It is interesting to note that the 5 ± 3 mV VOC improvement at long 
illuminated annealing times is comparable to that reported by Kobaya-
shi et al. [12], that of a 4 mV improvement and corresponding 0.3% 
absolute η improvement, both under illumination and via current in-
jection, at elevated temperatures up to 75 ◦C. It also appears that a 
comparable net VOC improvement is obtained at all measured annealing 
temperatures, however the time to final VOC improvement is signifi-
cantly accelerated at higher temperatures, by over an order of magni-
tude from 85 ◦C up to 160 ◦C. 

Fig. 2. Solar conversion efficiency of individual cells (points with broken line 
to guide the eye) as a function of time after either dark-annealing (DA) or light- 
soaking (LS) at 1 kWm− 2 illumination intensity (broadband halogen), both at a 
temperature of 160 ◦C. A reference cell (Ref) is included, exposed to neither 
heat or illumination and stored in the dark at room temperature between 
measurements. All I–V measurements were conducted ex-situ under standard 
testing conditions. 
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The elevated temperature light-soaking (Figs. 2–4) and in-situ open- 
circuit photovoltage (Fig. 5) results strongly indicate the existence of a 
temperature-dependent, light-induced degradation mechanism. As such, 
the following section presents results detailing the kinetics and extent of 
both degradation and recovery behaviours, as well as its dependence on 
cell temperature and illumination intensity, monitored through changes 
in VOC as a function of exposure time relative to initial pre-exposure 
values. For each combination of temperature and illumination in-
tensity, five equivalent cells were incrementally exposed for up to an 
aggregate 100 s, with ex-situ I–V measurements (room temperature, 
AM1.5) performed at each time step. 

As previously stated, the JSC variation was found to be insignificant 
within the investigated temperature and illumination intensity range. 
Further, the kinetics and extent of variation in pFF during exposure 
effectively mirror those observed for VOC, but with some additional 
degradation yielding a lesser extent of recovery. It was therefore decided 

that presenting results for VOC alone was sufficient to characterize the 
dynamics of this light-induced defect mechanism. Given that bulk 
degradation in p-type Cz and p-type multi-crystalline silicon solar cells 
caused by B–O LID and LeTID results in a significant reduction in the JSC 
[42,43], while no significant change in JSC is observed in the presented 
results, degradation within the heterointerface may represent the pri-
mary mechanism, rather than a bulk defect in n-type Cz. However, as 
shown in simulation results by Steinkemper et al. [44], bulk recombi-
nation without significant losses in VOC is possible in SHJ cells without a 
change in JSC. Further investigations are therefore required to better 
understand the recombination mechanisms underlying the observed 
degradation and recovery behaviour. 

The analysis and interpretation of cell dynamics presented herein 
utilized the average behaviour of each cell group, rather than individual 
cell responses, in order to simplify the additional complexity of the 
observed cell-to-cell variability as already discussed (differences in 

Fig. 3. Cell performance as a function of post-processing time after either dark-annealing (DA) or light-soaking (LS) at 1 kWm− 2 illumination intensity (broadband 
halogen) at a temperature of 160 ◦C. A reference cell (Ref) is included, exposed to neither heat or illumination. Displayed are solar conversion efficiency (top left), 
open-circuit voltage (top right), pseudo fill factor (middle left), fill factor (middle right), short-circuit current (bottom left), and series resistance (bottom right); each 
plot includes individual cell response values (circles), box plots indicating mean and standard deviation of each five-cell group, and the time-averaged group 
behaviour over exposure time (broken line) to guide the eye. All I–V measurements were conducted ex-situ under standard testing conditions. 
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behaviour between apparently identical cells). The average trends in 
VOC regarding the degradation/recovery kinetics and extent do, how-
ever, still accurately capture the qualitative behaviour of the identified 
defect, as well as its dependence on both temperature and illumination 
intensity. More advanced modelling methods are required to extract 
additional detail from individual cell behavioural variations, and this is 
left to future work. 

Firstly, dark annealing (no illumination) of the SHJ cells was per-
formed at a range of temperatures. Fig. 6 shows the change in VOC 
relative to the initial (ΔVOC) after exposure to a range of temperatures 
(as labelled) without illumination. Both the 25 ◦C and 75 ◦C groups 
exhibit no ΔVOC within the measured exposure time. The 120 ◦C group 
exhibits a gradual increase in ΔVOC, up to 1 mV after 100 s exposure 
time. Both 150 ◦C and 180 ◦C groups exhibit comparable rapid increases 
in ΔVOC, up to 2 mV within 2 s exposure time, followed by a stable 
plateau beyond. This improvement in VOC is comparable to that 
observed in the previously presented dark-annealing results (Fig. 3, top 
right) at a temperature of 160 ◦C. Based on the qualitative differences 
observed between groups, a temperature on the order of 120 ◦C appears 
to represent a threshold between two distinct behaviours within the time 
frame of these experiments, that of no ΔVOC for temperatures below, and 
effectively instantaneous increase to a maximum for temperatures 
above. 

The addition of illumination produces both degradation and recov-
ery of VOC, similar to that observed in the previously presented light- 
soaking results (Fig. 3, top right). Fig. 7 exhibits the ΔVOC after expo-
sure to a range of elevated temperatures (as labelled) with a 40 kWm− 2 

Fig. 4. Cell performance as a function of post-processing time after dark-annealing (DA) or light-soaking (LS) at a 1 kWm− 2 illumination intensity at a temperature of 
160 ◦C. A reference cell (Ref) is included, exposed to neither heat or illumination. Displayed are diode saturation-current densities J01 (left) and J02 (right) obtained 
from fitting to a 2-diode equivalent circuit model; each plot includes individual cell response values (circles), box plots indicating mean and standard deviation of 
each five-cell group, and time-averaged group behaviour over exposure time (broken line). All I–V measurements were conducted ex-situ under standard 
testing conditions. 

Fig. 5. In-situ differential open-circuit photovoltage as a function of time for 
cells annealed at temperatures from 85 ◦C to 180 ◦C under 1 kWm− 2 illumi-
nation intensity (broadband halogen). 

Fig. 6. Cell open-circuit voltage as a function of time after exposure to a range 
of elevated temperatures (as labelled) without illumination: individual cell 
response values (circles), box plots indicating mean and standard deviation of 
each five-cell group, and time-averaged transient over exposure time (broken 
line) to guide the eye. All I–V measurements were conducted ex-situ under 
standard testing conditions. 

Fig. 7. Cell open-circuit voltage as a function of processing time after exposure 
to a range of elevated temperatures (as labelled) with an illumination intensity 
of 40 kWm− 2 (single wavelength, 980 nm): individual cell response values 
(circles), box plots indicating mean and standard deviation of each five-cell 
group, and time-averaged transient over exposure time (broken line) to guide 
the eye. All I–V measurements were conducted ex-situ under standard 
testing conditions. 
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illumination intensity. Note the difference in ΔVOC axis scale from that 
used in Fig. 6. These cell groups do however exhibit important differ-
ences from those observed under 1 sun illumination at 160 ◦C, primarily 
the kinetics of the degradation, and even more prominently the recovery 
appears significantly accelerated. The 150 ◦C group exhibits a maximum 
ΔVOC degradation extent of 4 mV after 20 s exposure, compared to a 10 
mV reduction after 240 s at a 160 ◦C cell temperature. These results were 
however obtained with a 40-fold greater illumination intensity, 
implying a strong influence of illumination intensity on the kinetics and 
extent of degradation and recovery, and will be discussed further below. 

Looking now to the temperature dependence of ΔVOC under a high 
illumination intensity, a clear increase in the kinetics of the initial 
degradation phase was observed with increasing temperature. The 
maximum ΔVOC degradation extent of the 180 ◦C group, 13 mV at 10 s 
exposure time, is three times higher than the degradation observed at 
150 ◦C, and also occurs in half the exposure time. However, further 
inspection of the lower temperature groups indicated additional 
complexity, with neither 25 ◦C or 75 ◦C groups exhibiting significant 
degradation, similar to the behaviour observed without illumination. 
Interestingly, although still trending towards further degradation 
beyond the longest measured exposure time of 100 s, the measurements 
taken at 120 ◦C and 150 ◦C exhibit comparable maximum ΔVOC 
degradation extent. The 120 ◦C group does, however, exhibit slower 
degradation kinetics, in line with the trend at higher cell temperatures. 

From these results it appears clear that the maximum extent of ΔVOC 
degradation is influenced by an interdependent combination of tem-
perature and illumination intensity. Additionally, temperatures below 
120 ◦C do not exhibit behaviour distinct from that without illumination, 
again suggesting the existence of an effective thermal activation 
threshold modulating the expression of this light-induced degradation 
behaviour. 

A final interesting observation from the results presented in Fig. 7 is 
that exposure to a 40 kWm− 2 illumination intensity at 150 ◦C for 100 s is 
sufficient to more than completely recover the initial degradation in 
VOC, yielding a 0.2% absolute improvement in η, albeit comparable to 
results obtained simply through dark annealing at the same elevated 
temperature. Dark-annealing, however does not result in the activation 
and mitigation of the primary light-induced defect, and therefore leaves 
commercial cells at risk of possible future performance losses due to 
degradation via accidental or incidental exposure to illumination at 
sufficiently elevated temperatures. Deliberate post-processing of SHJ 
cells with a combination of illumination and elevated temperatures may 
completely mitigate the impacts of this defect, as indicated by the results 
presented. Further studies are required to investigate the long-term 
stability of SHJ cells after deliberate post-processing, in order to vali-
date whether these improvements are stable under extended in-field 
operation. 

In order to investigate the illumination intensity dependence of the 
observed light-induced defect, cells were exposed to illumination in-
tensities up to 40 kWm− 2. Fig. 8 exhibits ΔVOC during exposure to 
illumination intensities (including without illumination) at a tempera-
ture of 150 ◦C. Interestingly, all cell groups were effectively equivalent 
up to 20 s of post-processing, with ΔVOC steadily decreasing by 5.0 ± 2.0 
mV. The initial degradation phase kinetics therefore appear independent 
of illumination intensity. However, beyond 20 s these three groups 
diverge: a continued decrease in ΔVOC for the 5 kWm− 2 group to a 13.0 
± 1.0 mV reduction at 100 s, while both 23 kWm− 2 and 40 kWm− 2 

groups exhibit a recovery in ΔVOC; the highest illumination intensity of 
40 kWm− 2 exhibits the fastest recovery phase kinetics, with the final 
ΔVOC of 2.5 ± 1.0 mV exceeding both the initial value, and that observed 
without illumination (dark-annealing). These results indicate that 
increasing illumination intensity has the effect of accelerating the re-
covery kinetics at a given temperature, without noticeably influencing 
the kinetics of the initial degradation phase. 

While the mechanisms underlying this thermally-activated, light- 
induced defect in n-type SHJ cells remain uncertain, the above results 

provide some insight through the dependence of degradation and re-
covery kinetics on temperature and illumination intensity. SWE type 
defect recovery could account for the temperature-dependent rise above 
the apparent threshold cell temperature of 120 ◦C, where thermally 
activated hydrogen-silicon defect mobility within the a-Si:H layer above 
~100 ◦C may lead to the effusion of hydrogen, or lead to significantly 
altered interfacial passivation quality. This mechanism has been 
observed in several studies on a-Si/n-c-Si structures similar to those used 
within the investigated cells [12,22,45–49]. It is however clear that 
further investigations into the causal mechanism(s) of the observed LID 
behaviour are required to better understand the primary factors influ-
encing defect activation, and both the kinetics and extent of degradation 
and recovery, as well as thorough investigation using more 
field-relevant testing conditions. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have investigated the response of commercial n- 
type SHJ cells to illuminated annealing under a broad range of illumi-
nation intensities (1–40 kWm− 2) and temperatures (25–180 ◦C). Firstly, 
we have presented results showing an increase in η of up to 0.3% ab-
solute after dark annealing at 160 ◦C for 3 min, attributed to improved 
surface passivation and a reduction in RS. Secondly, we identified a 
temperature-dependent LID mechanism at temperatures of 85 ◦C and 
above under 1-sun illumination (broadband halogen), with both the 
degradation extent and rate increasing with annealing temperature. At 
160 ◦C, an average η loss of 0.5 ± 0.3% absolute was observed after only 
5 min, and exceeding 0.8% in some cells. A subsequent recovery was 
observed with continued exposure to illumination, reducing the net η 
loss to 0.05 ± 0.1% absolute after 2 h at 160 ◦C. 

An increase in cell temperature was found to result in accelerated 
kinetics of the initial degradation phase, and typically leads to a greater 
maximum extent of degradation for a given illumination intensity. An 
apparent threshold temperature was observed around 120 ◦C, below 
which the LID defect is not strongly activated (or the kinetics are suffi-
ciently slow such that the cells are effectively stable over the timeframe 
investigated herein), even when exposed to extremely high illumination 
intensities (40 kWm− 2). However, when above this temperature 
threshold, increasing illumination intensity was found to strongly 
accelerate the kinetics of the subsequent recovery phase, while exhib-
iting no significant impact on the degradation phase. 

Importantly, increasing the illumination intensity to 40 kWm− 2 can 
result in a net η improvement of 0.2% absolute at 150 ◦C within 100 s. 
These results suggest that rapid enhancement of SHJ solar cell efficiency 
can be obtained using illuminated annealing at elevated temperatures, 

Fig. 8. Cell open-circuit voltage as a function of time after exposure to a range 
of illumination intensities (as labelled; single wavelength, 980 nm) at a tem-
perature of 150 ◦C: individual cell response values (circles), box plots indicating 
mean and standard deviation of each five-cell group, and time-averaged tran-
sient over exposure time (broken line) to guide the eye. All I–V measurements 
were conducted ex-situ under standard testing conditions. 
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however, these same processes can also be detrimental to cell perfor-
mance if not carefully optimised. Additional studies are required to 
validate the long-term stability of such a process, as well as reduce 
processing times to make efficiency enhancements industrially feasible. 

The underlying mechanism for the observed LID behaviour remains 
uncertain, however SWE type defect mobility in the a-Si:H interlayer 
and changes to hydrogen passivation (and even effusion) could account 
for the observed behaviour. Further studies are required to investigate 
the primary factors and causal mechanism(s) underlying the observed 
LID behaviour, and how best to avoid defect activation or achieve robust 
mitigation with illuminated annealing treatments. 
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